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Abstract—Generative modelling of inter-group relations enables probabilistic forecasting of possible conflict for scenarios
where real-world data is sparse. In order for such models to
have relevance and integrity, it is important to ensure that realworld data is used to parameterise the model and verify its characteristics. In this paper we investigate how real-world datasets
can be mapped into generative model parameters concerning
group structures and behaviours. We highlight the issues involved
and present a framework for classifying potential data based on
three attributes: (i) inter-group structure, (ii) inter-group actions
and (iii) impact of actions. We argue that these attributes are
fundamental for benchmarking and developing generative models
in the context of limited existing data on inter-group interaction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A major concern in asymmetric warfare is the threat faced
by coalition operations, originating from insurgent group activity [1], [2]. In many cases such groups are loosely and
chaotically organised, but their ideals are sociologically and
psychologically embedded across members such that the group
has expected behaviours that can represent a major threat.
Therefore understanding how groups change, interact and
conflict in different situations is of significant interest [3], [4],
[5]. However it is frequently the case that limited pre-existing
data is available from which techniques such as machine
learning can be employed to make predictions of the future
based on past events. As such, alternative approaches to gain
insights into possible future behaviour are needed.
In this context generative modelling is a promising approach
which has gained considerable interest for studying social
phenomena [6]. Frequently embodied through agent-based
computation [7], this involves a model of human behaviour,
often with a stochastic component (e.g., [1]), that can be
parameterised to forecast the emergence of future events for
particular scenarios. Agent-based modelling is often adopted
because event-driven interactions allow collective phenomena
to emerge, such as cooperation or hostility, which are important to social observations and can be challenging to gain
through other approaches.
Developing models of this nature is complex as it involves
emulating human behaviour (e.g., [8], [4], [9]). To make
progress, models need to be grounded in relevant psychological and sociological theory that can be translated to a quantitative representation. Furthermore, for modelling to support

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of parameterising generative models (outlined in blue) from real-world data.

decision making, there needs to be accurate representation of
a physical scenario, and confidence in the model’s ability to
generate “real-world” behaviours needs to be examined.
In this paper we tackle both these issues by considering
the use of existing datasets in parameterising and testing
generative models. Due to the heterogeneous and often sparse
nature of data, this is a non-trivial task that has received limited
attention in the literature. We identify a number of potential
datasets that capture conflicts and use one in particular to
exemplify a proposed framework to parameterise the dynamics
of inter-group conflict (visualised in Figure 1). We argue that
this necessary step will allow better adaptation and verification
of generative models, increasing their integrity and the support
they can provide for decision-making in military and peacekeeping environments. Importantly, this approach supports
commonality of analysis in multi-organisation federations such
as military coalitions.
II. F RAMEWORK
Due to the diversity of data available on conflicts, a common
framework for organising data extraction is beneficial. There
are wide-ranging potential datasets available (see Section IV)
that exist with limited cross-dataset conventions on coding,
formatting, and data integrity. Furthermore data exists for a
variety of different conflicts that are distinguished by scale,
actors and wider context. Therefore it is important to deploy a
common approach to extracting relevant features from datasets.

Importantly this enables different datasets to be integrated,
permitting data fusion that can enrich scenario planning.
The framework we propose is motivated by the widely
used approach of classifying behaviour by asking who, what,
when, where and how? Variants of this framework are widely
used, typically examining individual actors and scenarios. It
is therefore necessary to translate this to a form that can be
used for inter-group situations, potentially where there are
many events and multiple groups. Our proposal for achieving
this identifies three fundamental components that need to be
considered: These concern: (i) inter-group structure, (ii) intergroup actions and (iii) impact of actions. We consider each of
these in turn.

Therefore using inter-group structure, inter-group actions
and impact of actions allows categorisation that is useful
in systematically characterising data from multiple sources,
and consolidating data entry issues. This provides a basis to
parameterise a generative model, defining the scope of actions,
for example in terms of the costs to a receiving group.
III. A PPLICATION OF THE F RAMEWORK

There are two ways in which data concerning inter-group
structure, inter-group actions and the impact of actions can
be used to support the integrity of generative modelling. The
first concerns scenario building, where it is necessary to
ensure that the characteristics of the scenario are properly
embedded in the model. This involves ensuring that the
Inter-Group Structure
presence of different groups (e.g., number of groups and their
Inter-group structure concerns the number of identifiable characteristics), the potential types of actions they perform
groups as entities that form the basis of modelling. In many and the consequences (e.g., the costs to the receiving group)
cases these may be difficult to explicitly define, subject to are sufficiently embedded in the model. These three areas are
rapid change and may overlap, but these present the primary model independent, and should be considered irrespective of
entities between which interaction should be considered. This the underlying theoretical approach.
follows the direction of Reicher [10], where groups represent
The second issue concerns consistency between the generthe collective identity of individuals. Derivation of social ative model and “real-world” data as represented through the
identity through groups [8] plays a significant role in inter- framework. This involves exploring to what extent implementagroup conflict: under situations of heightened tension the tion of the particular generative model can lead to inter-group
identity of the individual is diminished and group identity actions and impact on groups in a manner that is consistent
takes precedence.
with these datasets. In should be noted that inconsistency
Social network analysis has been a well-used methodology between the model and a dataset does not necessarily imply
applied to the internal structure of groups that have been that the model is “incorrect”. The data on which the model is
featured in conflict and terrorism situations [11], [12]. When based is likely to be subject to noise and omission, while at the
considering inter-group conflict, the relations between rather same time the theory underpinning the model is a reductionist
than within groups are of primary interest. Edges between view of human behaviour.
groups can be used to represent a range of issues, primarily
However it is appropriate to test the assumptions of the
focussed on the extent of inter-group actions.
model by exploring whether the model can be parameterised
such that its output has features consistent with the data
Inter-Group Actions
Inter-group actions represent individuals acting on behalf of present in the framework that captures the real world. In
groups, towards another group (or groups). These may directly such a case and assuming that the data present in the framefeature in event-driven models, such as those which are agent work is accurate, the model provides an instance where the
based, giving a direct link between data sources and generative underpinning theory is aligned with external events. Clearly
modelling. The time, location and frequency of actions are the greater the extent of such instances being based on realfundamental components of conflict situations, and usually world data, the greater confidence can be had in the overall
generative approach. We note that some generative models
form a key part of associated datasets.
As such these actions document the dynamics that lead may be governed by a large input parameter space. This
to escalation of conflict. Therefore classifying the temporal may result in a complex tuning problem, based on finding
nature of actions, and their form, is important. Actions may combinations of input parameters that provide output data
also have geographical relevance and can be represented in consistent with the real world.
a static (as well as dynamic) form using edges between
IV. DATASETS
associated groups. Reduction of datasets into a coded form,
In this section we present examples of candidate datasets
using an ontology, is useful practice.
that describe different inter-group conflict scenarios. Datasets
Impact of Actions
that are relevant to group conflict often provide limited utility
The impact of actions concerns interpreting the nature of due to common issues including sparseness of the data, as well
specific events that are targeted at groups. These can be as data quality issues arising from being encoded by human anrepresented on a continuum between conflict and cooperation. notators from qualitative data. This presents a challenge when
The type of the event that impacts receiving group(s) is an in- benchmarking generative models, which can be overcome to
fluential factor in conflict escalation and related strengthening some degree by looking to combine multiple datasets for the
same scenario where possible.
of group identities.

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF REAL - WORLD DATASETS AND THERE RELEVANCE TO OUR INTER - GROUP CONFLICT FRAMEWORK . IGS= INTER - GROUP STRUCTURE ,
IGA= INTER - GROUP ACTIONS , IOA= IMPACT OF ACTIONS . C LASSIFIED RELEVANCE OF FEATURES : ∙ = STRONG , ∘ = MODERATE , − = LIMITED .
Dataset

Description

Locality

Period

# Events

Features

SCAD

The Social Conflict Analysis
Database [13] datasets contain
social conflicts including riots and
strikes. Version 3.2 is used.

Africa

1990-2015

14,702

ACLED

The Armed Conflict Location and
Event Data Project [14] provides
disaggregated data of conflicts
spanning multiple geographic regions. The Africa dataset explored
is version 7, The Asia dataset explored include the combined “Realtime Running Asia Files”, until
April 2017.

Latin America

1989-2015

5,033

Africa

1997-2016

140,746

IGS

IGA

IOA

Temporal bounds, actors instigating conflict, targeted actors receiving conflict, involved,
type of conflict, type of escalation, number of participants,
government repression, issues
seen as cause of the conflict,
location, fatalities, source of information.

−

∙

−

∙

∘

Temporal bounds, actors involved, type of conflict, location, fatalities, source of information.

−

∙

−

∘

Asia

2015-2017

30,850

−

∙

−

UCDP GED

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program datasets [15] capture worldwide organised violence and conflict. The dataset explored is version 5 of the Georeferenced Event
Dataset (GED), however the program also offers multiple different
datasets and subsets.

Worldwide

1989-2015

128,264

Temporal bounds, actors involved, type of conflict, location, fatalities, source of information.

−

∙

−

UCN

The UCINET Covert Networks
datasets are standalone datasets associated with the UCINET software package [15]. They contain
social network data of groups spanning either individual events or extended time periods.

Various

Various

Various

Varies per dataset, mostly the
social network of individuals.

∘

−

Examples

in the conflicts, or relationships between them (e.g., UCN),
and others focusing on details surrounding the events that
Several popular and substantive datasets of conflict exist in occur, such as the parties involved and the location (e.g.,
the literature [16], including: SCAD [13], UCDP [15], ACLED ACLED, SCAD). Table I classifies these datasets by how the
[14], and the UCINET covert networks (UCN) datasets from data contained spans the three areas of generative models of
the UCINET software package [17]. These datasets can be group conflict outlined in Section III, with the meta-analysis
comprised of multiple individual sub-datasets (e.g., UCN), or showing that the scope of individual datasets do not provide
additional, more focused subsets a larger dataset (e.g., UCDP). comprehensive coverage.
Additionally, further related datasets extend some of these
Among these datasets, SCAD and UCDP’s GED dataset
with additional semantic detail (e.g. location) [18] or temporal
extensions [19]. Across these, the scope of individual datasets provide the broadest coverage (as visualised in Table I),
can vary, by either focusing on conflict events worldwide (e.g., however they only provide limited detail surrounding the
UCDP) or at some particular location (e.g., Africa [13]), and entities involved in the conflict events, and the impact and
in the the types of conflicts included, with some providing fallout of actions. However, this limitation is likely reflective
a more holistic view (e.g., SCAD), and others focusing on of the challenges in capturing this information, where the
a particular type, e.g. PRIO Battle Deaths [20]. Collectively, properties and dynamics of groups may not be transparent
these datasets have been involved in extensive research into and externally observable. This issue of breadth in individual
trends of conflict across the world (e.g., [21], [22], [23]), but datasets creates the primary challenge of using this data
to the best of our knowledge, they have not been used as a for scenario generation, aside from the sparseness and data
quality issues, with interconnectivity between datasets also
basis for creating generative models of group conflict.
The information captured in these datasets also vary, with often limited.
some focusing on the properties of the entities involved

A second issue of these datasets is that the events can

TABLE II
C HARACTERISTICS OF UNIQUE GROUPS EXTRACTED (N=9110).
Characteristic

1.0

# Groups

Type of group
State
Non-state (or unknown)

1530
7580

Passiveness: Proportion of actions performed/received
Always recipient of conflict
Always instigator of conflict
Both instigator and recipient

3873
4414
823

Cooperativeness: How often groups act together
Always cooperative
Never cooperative
Sometimes cooperative

1091
7276
743

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

involve individuals as the source or recipient of the action,
however these cases may not be distinguishable without human
interpretation, and that the groups may not be organised
groups, but also spontaneous collections of individuals.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 2. Example network created from the SCAD dataset, from “Spontaneous
Demonstration” conflicts in Egypt in 2014. Nodes represent actor (groups).
Red links indicate at least one event performed from one node to another.
Green dotted links indicate cooperation for at least one event between nodes.

accounting for inconsistent capitalisations and punctuation),
To understand how a real-world dataset can be considered in highlighting wide breadth in the types of groups involved
terms of inter-group structure, inter-group actions and impact in conflict. Other extractable characteristics from the dataset
of actions, we present a case study focussed on the SCAD include the activeness of groups (i.e., the frequency of actions
Africa v3.2 dataset [13]. Notably this dataset contains data performed), the concentration of their conflict (i.e., number
sufficient to span all three features. The dataset contains of groups acted upon), variety of actions, and the spatial and
14,702 events that represent actions from one set of groups temporal nature of their activity, through the typical location
to another, however 3863 were removed due to either being and time of the actions (where available).
Knowledge of whether actions occurred between groups
duplicate entries for different locations or placeholder entries
can
be used to synthesise a network of relationships between
(as defined by the dataset’s codebook).
groups.
This can be done in a number of ways. For example,
The results of this case study demonstrate how the conflict
negative
links can be created if at least one event exists in
dataset can be used to parameterise generative models. Imporwhich
one
group instigates a negative action towards another.
tantly the case study highlights that the event-based format
Positive
links
are more challenging to establish. However,
of this data set results in the need to post-process the dataset
cooperation
between
groups (i.e., when multiple groups act
to extract features that are relevant to generative models. The
jointly
by
instigating
an
action) can be used to provide partial
components of the proposed framework support this.
insight into the positive relationships between groups. This
A. Inter-Group Structure
may be observable from other sources, such as the extent
The SCAD dataset primarily focuses on the characteristics to which groups naturally mix. Figure 2 shows an example
of individual conflicts, providing limited detail concerning the graph created for a subset of the dataset to illustrate interparties involved. As a result, details surrounding the structure group conflict, showing varying degrees of connectivity and
of individual groups (i.e., size, leadership, connectedness) and network motifs. The properties of the resulting graph can be
their members are not provided. However, where the groups used as a basis to create meaningful links between groups in
involved are distinguishable (e.g., “Al-Qaeda”, rather than generative models.
Overall, this analysis indicates that the richness of the
“Youths”), this information can potentially be supplemented
SCAD
dataset enables characteristics of groups to be extracted
by using additional datasets.
that
are
relevant to generative models of group conflict, helping
Whether the recipient of an action is a governmental (state)
to
inform
the design choices of the parameters concerning
group can be directly determined from the dataset, and addi“typical”
groups.
However, the quality of these characteristics
tional characteristics can be inferred from examining patterns
is
dependent
on
the
quality of the data (e.g., correctness and
in the actions that particular groups perform. Some examples
completeness),
as
well
as the temporal and spatial boundaries
of these include the passiveness of a group (through whether
of
groups,
which
can
be
challenging to establish.
a group is always the recipient of conflict, the source, or
both), and the cooperative nature of a group (through whether
they always, sometimes, or never cooperate with another party B. Inter-Group Actions
when conducting an action). Table II shows the distribution of
A challenge in creating event-driven generative models
unique groups in the dataset for these characteristics (after concerns determining the types of actions that can occur,
V. C ASE S TUDY: SCAD A FRICA V 3.2 DATASET

TABLE III
F REQUENCY OF THE TYPES OF EVENT CONTAINED IN THE SCAD
DATASET FOR BOTH THE ORIGINAL EVENT, AND ANY KNOWN ESCALATION
AFTER . ACTIONS ARE ORDERED BY AN EXAMPLE RANKING OF SEVERITY.
ID

Type of action

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Limited Strike
General Strike
Organized Demonstration
Spontaneous Demonstration
Organized Violent Riot
Spontaneous Violent Riot
Intra-government Violence
Pro-Government Violence
Anti-Government Violence
Extra-government Violence

# of actions

# of escalations

1204
170
1342
2617
229
1957
112
505
817
1886

25
14
43
79
67
833
10
0
50
34

TABLE IV
F REQUENCY OF ACTIONS THAT INVOLVE DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF
GROUPS INSTIGATING AND RECEIVING AN ACTION .
# instigating=1

# instigating=2

Fig. 3. An example distribution of the extent to which different types of
actions are performed by a sample of groups. X-axis values correspond to the
ID column in Table III.

# instigating=3

# receiving=1

9030

444

93

# receiving=2

929

295

48

including how often, at what cost to the instigator, and the
impact on the receiver. While the SCAD dataset does not
offer insight into the decision process behind actions or the
cost of actions, it does enable analysis into a) the typical
characteristics of actions, and b) the extent to which different
actions are conducted by groups.
The SCAD dataset contains a variety of types of actions, as
shown in Table III, along with the number of occurrences in
the dataset. Individual groups only perform a subset of these,
with examples shown for a subset of groups in Figure 3. This
can be used to estimate the typical probabilities of actions
being performed for groups with given characteristics (e.g.,
as defined in Section V-A). This can also include fitting to
appropriate statistical distributions, which may feature as an
important component in particular types of generative models
(e.g., [1]). This is shown in Figure 4 where we apply Beta
distribution fittings as an example, by computing the maximum
likelihood estimates of the beta distribution parameters [24].
Examination of the SCAD dataset (shown in Table IV) also
reveals that actions can involve can involve more than a pair of
groups (n=1809, 16.7%). Additionally, while the majority of
the dataset focuses on inter-group conflict, a small proportion
involved the same group as the instigator and recipient (n=302,
2.8%), indicating that forms of intra-group conflict could also
be considered.
C. Impact of Actions
The impact and fallout of an action are challenging to
observe as this may be obfuscated when viewed from an
external perspective. This is reflected in the limited detail
contained in the SCAD dataset. Nevertheless, high level insights can be made from this information. Firstly, the SCAD
dataset documents the type of escalation that occurs after

Fig. 4. An example of how the distributions in Figure 3 can be fitted through
Beta distributions. X-axis values correspond to the ID column in Table III.

individual events (if any), shown in Table III. This indicates
that the majority of conflict events do not result in direct
escalation (n=1155, 10.7%), but when this does occur, the
type of escalating action is typically different from the original
action (n=1126, 97.5%). This is an interesting aspect against
which particular generative models can be considered.
Secondly, it may be that an action results in subsequent
actions, either in retaliation or as part of a pre-determined
strategy or campaign. The SCAD dataset can be used to
observe the frequency and nature of chains of actions. However
it is challenging to define the suitable temporal and spatial
boundaries of sequential actions with the limited context
provided in the dataset.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Generative models enable dynamics of inter-group conflicts
to be examined where statistical models are not feasible due
to a lack of data availability. However a challenge in building
and experimenting based on these models is the choice of

parameters and their values, with a spectrum of values often
used to examine how this impacts upon a model. Despite
this, the validity in terms of being representative of real-world
behaviour can often not be definitively concluded. This has
formed the primary focus of this paper through examining how
real-world datasets (that cannot provide a complete statistical
based model) can help inform the design of parameters and
their values.
Firstly, we have presented a framework that characterises
event-driven generative models of group conflict under three
primary components: inter-group structure, inter-group actions,
and the impact of these actions. From this we examine existing
large-scale datasets and classify their relevance to these three
components; in doing so we find that the information contained
in individual datasets are typically limited to only a subset
of these components, highlighting the overarching need to
use multiple data-sources where possible. Finally, we selected
one of these datasets and appraised its ability to provide
insight into the characteristics of groups and their actions.
We find that useful features relevant to group characteristics
and behaviour can be extracted, however challenges remain in
selecting appropriate subsets of the dataset with temporal and
spatial bounds.
The analysis conducted presents several potential areas of
future work. Firstly, the analysis conducted could be extended
to also examine similarities and differences between different
spatial regions and temporal bounds. Secondly, future work
could explore how multiple conflict datasets can support data
fusion, by including other datasets to augment different aspects
of content (e.g., provide additional geographical semantic
detail surrounding events).
Collectively this paper supports the development of generative modelling, by presenting ways in which this methodology
can embody real-world data. Specifically we highlight how
real-world data can be used to parameterise scenarios, to better
support decision-making from generative models.
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